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GUIDELINES FOR  
CONDUCT OF ASSEMBLY MEETINGS
Please refer to Schedule A of  the Association’s Constitution adopted on 1 April 2017 for 
‘Guidelines for Conduct of  Assembly Meetings’. 

The Constitution is on the Baptist website at: bit.ly/BA-NSW-ACT-Constitution

Additional guidelines relating to presentation of  reports to Annual Assemblies are 
contained at Paragraph S. of  Schedule A of  the Constitution. 
Extracts from Constitution of  Baptist Churches of  NSW & ACT Relating to Motions 
are on page 40 of  this guide.
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 ANNUAL ASSEMBLY  
AGENDA 

 5.00pm  Registration 
Voting for:  Assembly Council members 

Morling College Council members 
Baptist Churches of  NSW Property Trust members

 5.45pm Buffet dinner

 6.45pm  Worship and Prayer  
STATE YOUTH BAND 

 7.00pm  Welcome and Assembly Devotion
  GRAEME ANDERSON

 7.25pm  Reports and Recommendations 
JAMIE LONG, STEVE BARTLETT & OTHERS

  •  Motions arising out of  reports
  •  2019 Budget
  •   Affirmation of  changes to  

Accreditation Guidelines and Code of  Ethics and Conduct
  •  Update and discussion regarding Affiliation
  •  Announcement of  election results

 9.00pm Worship 
  STATE YOUTH BAND

 9.05pm Closing Prayer

 9.10pm Finish
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Nominations for  
Assembly Council membership

and profiles of  candidates for election

Association of  Baptist Churches of  NSW & ACT
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ASSEMBLY COUNCIL 

The Constitution of the Baptist Churches of NSW & ACT describes 
how affiliated local Baptist churches and affiliated groups work 
together to fulfil the objects of the Association. Management and 
control of ministries of the Association is vested with Assembly, 
which appoints the Assembly Council. 
The Assembly Council is the council appointed under section 10 of  the Constitution as 
the Executive Committee under the Incorporation Act and it is empowered to implement 
Assembly decisions and to conduct the Association’s affairs between Assemblies. 

The 12-member Assembly Council comprises: 
•  9 persons elected by Assembly 
•  the Chair of  Morling College Council/Morling College Ltd 
•  2 persons co-opted by Assembly Council at its discretion. 

The Director of  Ministries, Principal of  Morling College, Honorary Legal Adviser 
Commercial and Property and the Secretary to the Assembly Council attend meetings 
of  the council, but are not entitled to vote. 

There are five (5) vacancies to be filled at the 1 May 2019 Assembly for Assembly Council, 
as five members have either completed their 3-year terms, or retired mid-term. 

The Assembly Council members who are retiring are:
•  Alan Kelshaw
•  Christine Redwood
•  Julie-Ann Warton
•  Des Ong
•  Scott Morrison

Of  these five (5) members retiring, two (2) are eligible for, and have consented to 
re-nomination (Des Ong and Scott Morrison). 

There are two (2) further nominees (Beth Jackson and Allen Sibley). 

Section 10 of  the Constitution describes the role, membership, power and duties of  
the Assembly Council (refer Baptist website). 

Clause P of  Schedule A of  the Guidelines for Conduct of  Assembly Meetings in the 
Constitution requires that the election of  Assembly Council members is to take place 
by ballot at the Assembly meeting. 

As four (4) candidates have nominated and the number of  positions to be filled is five 
(5), a 2/3 majority is required for a nominee in order for a nominee to be elected. 
(Section 5.4(v) of  the Constitution).

Given the responsibilities of  the Assembly Council with respect to the objects, powers, 
duties and obligations of the Baptist Union Incorporation Act, churches should prayerfully 
consider their voting selection after reviewing the following profiles. Asterisks below 
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ASSEMBLY COUNCIL 

denote those nominees who have been endorsed by the Nominations Committee as 
suitable persons to serve on the Assembly Council. 

Council membership should desirably be a blend of pastoral and lay people who will work 
together drawing on strengths and experience in governance, financial understanding 
and management capacity, as well as a working knowledge of  Baptist ministries. 

NOMINATIONS FOR  
ASSEMBLY COUNCIL MEMBERSHIP
(4 persons to be elected by Assembly, from 4 nominees) 

Person Church Profile

Rev Beth Jackson* St Ives Baptist Church p. 6

Rev Scott Morrison* Georges River Life Church p. 7

Rev Des Ong* Parramatta Baptist Church p. 8

Allen Sibley* Parramatta Baptist Church p. 9

* Endorsed by Nominations Committee (marked with asterisk). 

The following pages provide background information for those nominated (alphabetical 
order). Profiles as prepared by nominees.
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 NOMINEE:  
Rev Beth Jackson

CHURCH MEMBERSHIP:  
St Ives Baptist Church 

PROFILE:

Over the past 20 years of  ministry service, I have been privileged to serve in a 
number of  different ministry and mission capacities which has given me insight into 
a range of  contexts within a variety of  settings. From serving in cross-cultural mission 
with youth and children to cross-cultural ministry amongst refugees, from a 
denominational office to a lecture room, from a small, rural village church to a large, 
urban multi-cultural one, from sole pastor to associate pastor to lead pastor, all of  
these have equipped me to understand and be in a position to serve the wider 
church. This ministry background has enabled me to develop strong interpersonal 
skills across cultures, to intentionally become a theologically reflective and thoughtful 
practitioner, and to discern strategies for moving faith-based organisations forward 
in the mission with which God has entrusted them. 

I have prayerfully considered this nomination and accept it with a healthy measure of  
fear and trepidation. My hope is that I can serve the wider expression of  the Church 
through my involvement. In particular, I hope to be that voice for parts of  the church 
which are often unheard and under-represented, arising from my personal interest 
and passion for both global mission and children and family ministries. 

ASSEMBLY COUNCIL NOMINEE – REV. BETH JACKSON
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 NOMINEE:  
Rev Scott Morrison

CHURCH MEMBERSHIP:  
Georges River Life Church

PROFILE:
Scott is married to Jodie and they have three children – Sophie, Charlotte and Curtis. 
Scott began his career working in the Banking and Finance Sector in marketing/
management.

MINISTRY
Over the past 15 years Scott has led his church in significant transformation and spiritual 
renewal. Today the church is a vibrant, innovative, continually growing faith community. 
Scott and team have established a broad range of  community services, which have 
broken down many barriers and opened up new opportunities to express the heart of  
God. This approach results in hundreds of  new community relationships formed each 
year. Scott and his team have shaped a distinctive culture at Georges River that is 
increasingly engaging for believers and not yet believers in the 21st century.

KEY COMPETENCIES:
• Leadership, Communication and Vision Casting.
• Culture shaping and Strategic thinking.

MINISTRY PASSIONS:
Seeing the church of  yesterday, become the church of  tomorrow. Creating a kingdom 
culture and leading diverse people into renewal. Moving from surviving the world to 
seeing tangible social transformation in the world we are called to. The power and 
enjoyment of  team ministry.

ASSEMBLY COUNCIL NOMINEE – REV SCOTT MORRISON
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 NOMINEE:  
Rev Des Ong

CHURCH MEMBERSHIP:  
Parramatta Baptist Church

PROFILE:

Des is married and has 2 beautiful daughters. He has served on Assembly Council 
for the last 3 years and is an Accredited Baptist Pastor with pastoral experience of  
over 15 years. Des also brings nearly 20 years’ experience working in the corporate 
sector in which he is currently the Director of  The Future Leader Group. He is works in 
ministry with Arrow Leadership Australia – as the NSW State Coordinator and also 
sits on the Board of  Morling College Foundation, Greater West for Christ Trust and is 
the Chairman at Open Doors Australia. 

Part of  the expertise and experience he would bring to the Assembly Council is the 
unique knowledge of  having worked in both Pastoral ministry and Church Planting, 
as well as currently working in the corporate world. He does leadership development 
with large ASX companies, education sector and not for profits working with executives 
on change management, culture mapping, strategic planning, executive coaching, 
organisational governance, leadership and team development. 

Des would also uniquely bring sensitivity and understanding to cross cultural issues. 
Born in Australia but being raised from an Asian ethnic background, he has an 
appreciation of  context and insight to different cultural matters. He has also travelled 
extensively across different cultures and assisted in some of  the poorest nations 
including leading and/or participating in 7 short-term mission trips (Thailand, Bangladesh, 
Malawi, Mozambique, Indonesia and Cambodia) including Global Exposure trips with 
Global Interaction and Baptist World Aid.

Des graduated from Macquarie University and Morling College including completing 
his Masters with a thesis on the role of  Emotional and Cultural Intelligence in developing 
effective leaders. He is a certified and accredited facilitator in a number of  world-
renowned leadership diagnostic tools including: Emotional Intelligence EQ-i 2.0 & 
Leader EQ-i 360, Cultural Intelligence Assessment CQ-i 360 & Cultural Values profile, 
MBTi Type Indicator, The Leadership Circle Profile, and The Leadership Culture Survey 
and is also accredited as a Master Coach Trainer.

Des is from the younger generation who would provide energy and fresh perspectives. 
If  given the opportunity he would be privileged to represent our Baptist Church Family 
by helping shape our association for the future and realise our goal of  1000 healthy 
Churches. When not working, Des enjoys watching movies, playing sport, eating 
great food with friends and spending time with his wife and children,

ASSEMBLY COUNCIL NOMINEE – REV DES ONG
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 NOMINEE:  
Allen Sibley 

CHURCH MEMBERSHIP:  
Parramatta Baptist Church

PROFILE:
I have been a member of  Hughes, Carlingford and Parramatta Baptist Churches, 
with extensive leadership experience in a variety of  roles over a number of  years. 
•  Director of  BaptistCare NSW & ACT 2001 – 2007, and General Manager 2007-2018. 
•  Director IntegriCare Pty Ltd, a Christian Not-For-Profit early learning organisation 

(2013 to present day), and Chairman since December 2018. 
•  12 years of  experience as a Company Director and a total of  25 years experience 

in Senior Executive business roles. 
• 10 years experience as Company Secretary of  Baptist Care Australia. 
•  General Manager of  People & Strategy at BaptistCare for 6 years, responsible for 

HR, WHS, Learning & Development, researching, facilitating development and 
implementation of  the Strategic Plan. 

•  Regional General Manager at BaptistCare responsible for Aged Care operations for 
over 2000 people receiving care, and over 500 employees.

•  I have competed the Australian Institute of  Company Directors Risk Management 
course and have actively managed risk frameworks, registers, controls and compliance 
throughout my career as a Director and Senior Manager. 

•  MBA graduate (2014) from the Macquarie Graduate School of Management; an executive 
MBA providing wide-ranging training in Strategy, Finance, Marketing, HR, Legal and 
Commercial areas. 

I have also worked for large multi-national companies in the Information Technology 
industry for over 20 years. 

OTHER RELEVANT PERSONAL INFORMATION: 
I am married to Jenny, we have 6 children. I am now working as an Independent 
Consultant in the areas of  governance, management and leadership development. 

REASON FOR ACCEPTING NOMINATION FOR ASSEMBLY COUNCIL: 
I am very committed to serving Jesus through developing and extending the mission, 
effectiveness and organisational health of  Christian organisations.  
I believe that our society desperately needs effective, missional, and caring Churches who 
reach into their local communities and are Jesus’s hand and feet on the ground. Through 
accepting nomination for the Council, I see an opportunity to serve the Baptist 
Association of  Churches by using my gifts and experience to assist the Association to 
continue growing in purpose, effectiveness, missional reach and organisational strength.

ASSEMBLY COUNCIL NOMINEE – ALLEN SIBLEY 
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Leadership Conversations

Jo Saxton
three events 

two days  
one focus

25–26 JULY

nswactbaptists.org.au/jo-saxton
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Nominations for 
Morling College Council membership

and profiles of  candidates for election

Association of  Baptist Churches of  NSW & ACT
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MORLING COLLEGE COUNCIL

The Morling College Council is the governing body responsible 
for decision-making in relation to the conduct of Morling College, 
as the theological college of  the Baptist Association.
The 12-member Morling College Council comprises: 
•  10 persons elected by Assembly
•  the Chair of  Morling College Academic Board
•   a person with academic expertise co-opted by the Morling College Council at its 

discretion.

The Council is responsible for offering training as determined by the Association;  
the training of  persons accepted by the Association for training for Baptist ministry; 
the training of  cross-cultural ministry workers and other spheres of  Christian service; 
the promotion of the Christian faith consistent with the basic doctrines, statement of belief  
and values of  the Association and offering courses accredited by relevant government 
authorities and supportive of  national goals for higher education.

The Principal of  the College, the Director of  Ministries and Morling College General 
Manager attend meetings of  the council, but are not entitled to vote.

There are three (3) vacancies to be filled at the 1 May 2019 Assembly for Morling 
College Council, as one-quarter of  the members have completed their 3-year term. 
Those members retiring are eligible for re-nomination, subject to their consent. 

The three Morling College Council members retiring who have served their 3-year 
term are:
•  Angelo Gratsounas
•  William Pierson
•  William Rusin

Of  the 3 members retiring, 3 are eligible for, and have consented to re-nomination 
(Angelo Gratsounas, William Pierson and William Rusin).

There is also one further nominee (Guy Yeomans).

Clause P of  Schedule A of  the Guidelines for Conduct of  Assembly Meetings in the 
current Constitution requires that the election of  Morling College Council members 
is to take place by ballot at the Assembly meeting.

As four (4) candidates have nominated and the number of  positions to be appointed 
is three (3), a simple majority is required in order to be elected.
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MORLING COLLEGE COUNCIL

NOMINATIONS FOR  
MORLING COLLEGE COUNCIL MEMBERSHIP
(N.B. 3 persons to be elected by Assembly, from 4 nominees)

Person Church Profile

Angelo Gratsounas* Narwee Baptist Church p. 14

William Pierson* Macquarie Baptist Church  p. 15

William Rusin* Windsor District Baptist Church p. 16

Guy Yeomans St Ives Baptist Church p. 17

*Previous Morling College Council member (marked with an asterisk)

The following pages provide background information for those nominated (alphabetical 
order). Profiles as prepared by nominees
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MORLING COLLEGE COUNCIL NOMINEE – REV. ANGELO GRATSOUNAS 

NOMINEE:  
Rev. Angelo Gratsounas

CHURCH MEMBERSHIP:  
Narwee Baptist Church 

PROFILE:

Angelo is married to Linda and they have three children. 

Angelo has served as the Senior Pastor of  the Narwee Baptist Church for almost 
nineteen years serving a growing multi-staff  church of  over 1000 people. Prior to this 
he served as Associate Pastor at the Springwood Baptist Church for four years. He 
graduated from Morling College in 1993. 

He has served as a member of  Morling College Board for many years and has also 
been serving as a Vice Chairman of  the Board. He has recently chaired the Risk 
Management Sub – Committee. 

Angelo also serves on the board of  Christian Growth Ministries and the Narwee Area 
School Scripture Board. He was also the previous chair of  the Peakhurst Area School 
Scripture Board. 

Angelo is a visionary Christ-centred leader with a passion to see the church trained 
and equipped to glorify God in all aspects of  life. He is committed to raising up a new 
generation of  leaders who love God, know the Word, are led by the Spirit and who 
will take the gospel to their local communities and to the ends of  the earth. He is 
involved in the college as he believes that the college is key in the training and 
equipping of  such leaders.
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MORLING COLLEGE COUNCIL NOMINEE – WILLIAM (BILL) PIERSON

NOMINEE:  
William (Bill) Pierson

CHURCH MEMBERSHIP:  
Macquarie Baptist Church

PROFILE:

Bill is married to Ruth and has 3 adult daughters. 

Bill has extensive experience in education, governance, strategic management and 
risk management.

RELEVANT MINISTRY AND PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:
•  Commenced youth work more than 40 years ago and was in active church 

leadership for over 20 years. 
•  Lead small group Bible study groups for more than 40 years. 
•  Currently in parachurch ministry at the University of  New South Wales as Master 

and Chief  Executive Officer of  New College – with responsibility for the wellbeing 
of  approximately 580 university student residents across two communities. 

•  Editor-in-chief  of  CASE Quarterly, one of  Australia’s leading apologetics journals. 
•  Past lecturer in Civil and Environmental Engineering at UNSW 
•  Director of  the Water Research Laboratory (Manly Vale). 
•  More than 20 years commercial management experience – strategy, risk, HR. 
•  20 years experience in University education and research. 
•  4 years experience in residential college management including two years as CEO. 
•  Previous member Morling College Council

Bill believes that Morling College is of  strategic gospel importance. 

His unique and relevant skills have made him a valued past member of  the Morling 
College Council.
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MORLING COLLEGE COUNCIL NOMINEE – WILLIAM RUSIN

NOMINEE:  
William Rusin

CHURCH MEMBERSHIP:  
Windsor District Baptist Church

PROFILE:

Relevant ministry experience or areas of  service:
•  Leading a Christian School
•  Board member of  various NFP Educational institutions
•  Advisory Board member of  various Christian Tertiary Institiutions

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE FOR MORLING COLLEGE COUNCIL:
•  Governance experience
•  Education management experience
•  Strategic Planning experience
•  Vision setting

OTHER RELEVANT PERSONAL INFORMATION:
•  Married to Kerry with 3 adult children and 5 grandchildren

REASON FOR ACCEPTING NOMINATION:
•  I believe I can use my experience of  being involved at a governance level 
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MORLING COLLEGE COUNCIL NOMINEE – GUY YEOMANS

NOMINEE:  
Guy Yeomans

CHURCH MEMBERSHIP:  
St. Ives Baptist Church

PROFILE:

Guy is married to Sandra, has twin children and is a member of  St. Ives Baptist Church. 

Guy has significant experience in educational administration, policy development and 
governance and highly developed interpersonal skills, especially in listening, gained 
through experience as a spiritual director and pastor.

RELEVANT MINISTRY AND PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:
• Spiritual Director, Centre for Ignatian Spirituality, Pymble, 2005-present.
•  Ministry with West of  England Baptist Association, mainly with ministers and churches, 

providing Spiritual Direction in daily life, retreats, seminars and retreat days related 
to prayer and deepening one’s spiritual life. 2016-17

•  Directions 2012 (a major revisioning of  the BU NSW/ACT) - Hon Secretary of  Task 
Force 5 (‘Better managing our financial and property resources’)

•   Pastor, St Ives Baptist Church, 2005-2016 (retired)
•  Director, Norwest Christian College, Riverstone, 2007-2009
•  Training as a Spiritual Director, 2000 (USA)
•  Primary carer for legally blind mother, and father who had major stroke, 2001-04
•  CEO, Anglican Schools Corporation (Sydney Diocese), 1995-1999.
•  Senior Public Affairs Consultant (Rowland Company, Sydney – division of  UK based 

company, Saatchi & Saatchi), 1991-1995
•  Director of  Teen Ranch (Cobbitty, NSW), 1986-2005
•  Member of  Parliament, 1984-1991
•  Secondary School Teacher, 1977-1984

Guy has a passion to see students at Morling College not only obtain a solid academic 
theological education but also experience a high level of  ‘Spiritual Formation’, that is, 
to develop a contemplative, grace centred, prayerful stance which will help them find 
deeper communion with our Lord and better cope with the inevitable vicissitudes of  
life and ministry. He hopes to foster the same stance among Morling staff and Council. 
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 18-19 OCTOBER 2019 // www.4m.org.au

Ken Kamau
MOVEMENT  
LEADER

Belinda Lakelin
EVANGELISM  
CONSULTANT

Tim Piesse
NATIONAL TRAINING  
PASTOR  
– CROSSWAY

Dale Stephenson
SENIOR PASTOR  
– CROSSWAY

ENOUGH?

27-30 SEP 2019 

stateyouthcamp.org.au
CATARACT SCOUT PARK, APPIN
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Nominations for 
Baptist Churches of  New South Wales 

Property Trust
and profile of  candidates for election

Association of  Baptist Churches of  NSW & ACT
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BAPTIST CHURCHES OF NSW PROPERTY TRUST

The Baptist Churches of New South Wales Property Trust is an 
incorporated body created by the Baptist Churches of New South 
Wales Property Trust Act 1984.
Seven members are elected by the Baptist Assembly for three year terms on a rotational 
basis.

The members of  the Property Trust are required to obey the directions of  the local 
congregation, provided those directions do not contravene the Act or the general law 
of  the land.

The Act requires that a member of  the Property Trust will be a member of  a Baptist 
Church affiliated with the Association. At a personal level members of  the trust are 
involved in the ministry of  a local Baptist church and have a firsthand understanding 
of  congregational life. They know that church property matters are often complex and 
that local leaders sometimes require help to properly process transactions. As servants 
of  our churches they will adhere to the Basic Doctrines, Statement of  Beliefs and 
Objects and Values of  the Association.

In order to fulfil its role the Property Trust should ideally comprise members who have 
various business disciplines, including accounting, legal, real estate, banking, 
management, etc. In the past its members have included a Minister. A member of  the 
Trust cannot be a person who is or becomes an employee of  the Trust, the Baptist 
Churches of  NSW & Act or of  any committee, council or agency of  the Association 
of  Baptist Churches of  NSW & ACT. 

The Property Trust meets six times a year in Sydney. In addition 2-3 members meet 
most weeks to sign documents submitted by churches for their property transactions. 
Country members are paid travelling expenses to attend, or may attend meetings by 
teleconference.

At each annual Assembly, an election of  members of  the Trust shall be held to fill the 
offices of the members of the Trust, which will become vacant at the end of that Assembly.

[NOTE:  The following text has been updated from the version of the Assembly Guide 
published on the website on 10th April, due to the resignation noted below.]

Two Trust members, Paul Holding and Graham Jones, retire by rotation and are eligible 
for renomination. Also, Alan Soden has advised his resignation as a member.

There are therefore three (3) vacancies to be filled at this Assembly for the Baptist Churches 
of  New South Wales Property Trust.

Paul Holding and Graham Jones have renominated and there is a further nomineee, 
Geoff Moore. 

 As three (3) candidates have nominated and the number of  positions to be appointed 
is three (3), a 2/3 majority is required for a nominee in order for that nominee to be 
elected.
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 NOMINATIONS FOR  
BAPTIST CHURCHES OF NSW PROPERTY TRUST
(N.B. 3 persons to be elected by Assembly, from 3 nominees)

Person Church Profile

Paul Holding* Baptist Community Church Burwood  p. 22

Graham Jones* Northside Baptist Church p. 23

Geoff Moore Narwee Baptist Church  p. 24

*Previous Property Trust member (marked with an asterisk)

The following pages provide background information for the nominated parties. 
Profiles are prepared by nominees.

BAPTIST CHURCHES OF NSW PROPERTY TRUST
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BAPTIST CHURCHES OF NSW PROPERTY TRUST NOMINEE – PAUL HOLDING

NOMINEE:  
Paul Holding

CHURCH MEMBERSHIP:  
Baptist Community Church, Burwood 

 

PROFILE:

Paul is married to Robyn and they have 2 children.

He is a Fellow of  the Institute of  Chartered Accountants in Australia and member of  
Baptist Community Church, Burwood, where he serves as Treasurer and Elder. 

Paul has 6 years previous experience serving on the Property Trust and is eligible for 
re-election in 2019. 

Relevant Ministry and Professional Experience:
•  40 years in ministry and leadership positions at Petersham Baptist Church.
•   30 years of  service on boards of  not-for-profit and Baptist organisations including 

Bedford College, Baptist Foundation and Integricare.
•   20 years in senior roles with Baptist Community Services (now BaptistCare) and 

Ashfield Baptist Homes.
•   Since retirement, Paul has taken up volunteering with community groups seeking 

to contribute to his local community in a non-Christian setting.

Paul’s extensive financial and accounting knowledge and governance experience, 
combined with a desire to help local churches manage their resources well, has made 
him a valuable past member of  the Property Trust.

Paul believes he can make a positive contribution to the ongoing work of the Property Trust. 
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BAPTIST CHURCHES OF NSW PROPERTY TRUST NOMINEE – GRAHAM JONES

NOMINEE:  
Graham Jones

CHURCH MEMBERSHIP:  
Northside Baptist Church 

PROFILE:

Graham Jones has been a member of  Northside Baptist Church since 1978, where he 
has previously served as secretary or treasurer for 32 years.

Graham seeks to make a contribution to the growth and development of  the Baptist 
denomination by contributing his legal skills and experience to the Property Trust.  
Over 32 years work as a solicitor has given Graham good experience and understanding 
of  church property and general legal matters. An opportune property development 
almost 40 years ago rescued his own church from probable closure. 

Graham and his wife Amanda have been married for 33 years and Graham enjoys 
playing golf  when time permits.

Graham is currently on the boards of  Scripture Union NSW, Bedford College, Northside 
Baptist Pre-School and acts as legal advisor for the Baptist Association’s Ministry 
Standards Committee. 
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BAPTIST CHURCHES OF NSW PROPERTY TRUST NOMINEE – GEOFF MOORE

NOMINEE:  
Geoff Moore

CHURCH MEMBERSHIP:  
Narwee Baptist Church

PROFILE:

I have been a member of  NSW Baptist Churches since 1963. In earlier years, I was 
a member, Deacon and Church Secretary at Dulwich Hill. Over the last 30 years, I 
have been a member at Ashfield, then Earlwood and more recently at Narwee, where 
I am currently in membership.

I have been in practice as a Barrister since 1979. I specialise in Property, Equity and 
Commercial Law. Also, from 1982 to 2018, I lectured at UTS Law in Real Property, 
Deceptive Trade Practices and Remedies and have been the author of  text books in 
these areas.

I have been the Honorary Legal Adviser of  the Baptist Association since 1987 and 
served on various denominational committees especially the cross cultural committee 
since the late 1970s.
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Association of   
Baptist Churches of  NSW & ACT  

Assembly Documents  
and Recommendations
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1. That the Annual Reports for 2018 be accepted.

2.  That the Church Partnership Budget target for 2019 be $1.6m.

3.  That the Assembly welcome the individuals listed below and that they be approved 
to proceed to accreditation and after being set apart for ministry their names be 
added to the List of  Accredited Ministers, on the recommendation of  the Committee 
for Ministry: Andrew Bollum; Andrew Cameron; Andrew Darnell; Glen Devenish; 
James Kim; Robert Li; Joshua Mok; Luke Montgomery; Mark Penn; Michael Pippett; 
Ben Pratt; Johnny Sharpe; Amy Shum; Jennifer Trevena; Jessica Wiles.

4.  That the Assembly welcome Rob Ellis and that his accreditation be reinstated 
with the Baptist Churches of  NSW & ACT and that his name be added to the List 
of  Accredited Ministers, on the recommendation of  the Committee for Ministry.

5.  That the Assembly welcome the individuals listed below and that they be approved 
to have their accreditation transferred to the Baptist Churches of NSW & ACT and that 
their names be added to the List of  Accredited Ministers, on the recommendation 
of  the Committee for Ministry: Nigel Lyons; Malcolm Campbell; Rhys McFadden; 
Stephen Nosworthy; Andrew Rutley; Trent Minton; Andrew East; Martin Reilly and 
Duncan Becsi.

6.   That the names of  Benita Ollerton, Wilson Fong, Vincent O’Keefe and Andrew Price 
be removed from the list of  accredited ministers.

7.  Accreditation Guidelines and the Code of  Ethics and Conduct as presented to the 
Assembly of  May 1, 2019 be adopted.

ASSEMBLY COUNCIL RECOMMENDATIONS
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 FINANCIAL RESULTS AND BUDGET 2019 

OPERATING DEFICIT 

The Association’s surplus of  $16m is made up of  an operating deficit of  $176k and 
a surplus from Designated Funds of  $16m. The operational deficit is attributable to 
church partnership contributions being $145k (9%) less than budget. 

The surplus from Designated Funds is significantly above budget due to: 
•   Receipt of  compensation funds for a church property compulsorily acquired - 

designated for the Southern Sydney Region ($12.2m), 
•   Proceeds from the sale of  properties of  closed churches - designated for the 

Southern Sydney Region ($2m), and 
•   Profits from the sale of  property which has been allocated to the Contingency 

Reserve to fund liabilities to the National Redress Scheme if  needed ($1.3m). 

        
    Actual   Budget Diff $ Diff%
Operations          
 Income      2,404        2,617  – 214  – 8%
 Costs – 2,580   – 2,859  279  – 10%
 Deficit from operations  – 176   – 242   66 – 27%
           
 Other ministries (Kiah Ridge)         175 - 175  

  Deficit from operations  – 1       – 242 – 241  
including other ministries  

Designated funds     16,620 910  15,710  1726%

Total surplus for the year     16,619  668  15,951  2386%
           

During 2018, we have continued to focus on building up resources for the Gen1K vision 
by further consolidating funds with the aim of  efficiency and mobilising resources for 
strategic initiatives. Some further funds have become available from closed churches, 
the purchase of  a property by Baptist Care and the compulsory acquisition of  a church 
property by a local Council. 

We have also been working hard on formalising regional relationships and supporting 
the local regions, including for Greater West for Christ, Southern Sydney Baptist 
Association, and going forward for the Riverina District, the Hunter District Baptist 
Association and other regional hubs as they continue to develop.

As Gen1K funds increase we are working on effective long-term investment strategies 
that are aligned to the Gen1K vision and the potential establishment of  a Baptist Impact 
Fund to support investment into ministry related activities. 
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LOOKING AHEAD
The Operating budget for 2019 is a deficit of  $635k which includes Church partnership 
support of  $1.6m. This is due to additional resources required around Leadership 
Development, additional resources around Ministry Standards due to additional 
compliance requirements for churches and other Ministry areas to be able to 
support our churches. In addition, there is a reduction in financial support from the 
Insurance scheme which has placed additional stress on the 2019 budget. 

FINANCIAL RESULTS AND BUDGET 2019 
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CHURCH PARTNERSHIP SUPPORT BUDGET 2019 
$(000)

Budgeted Church Partnership Support Budget 1,600

How these contributions are utilised in ministry:

Leadership Development  – 271
Baptist Youth Ministries  – 185
Children and families – 124 
Church Health  – 196 
Regional Ministries  – 149 
Cross Cultural Ministries  – 92 
Church Planting  – 238 
Evangelism  – 49 
SRE  – 10 
GodSpace   160 
Public Engagement  – 64 
Global Mission  – 286 
Ministries Management  – 521 
Operations  – 330 
Balance Ministry Services  – 33 
Standards  – 239 
Communications and design  – 312 
Events  – 126 
Contribution to Morling  – 150 
Contribution to Baptist Union of  Australia  – 90 
Total Ministry Allocations  –  3,305

These ministries are funded by income from:
Church partnership contributions  1,600 
Greater West for Christ   158 
Southern Sydney Baptist Association   37 
From Legacy Fund   60 
Baptist Financial Services Ltd (through IIF)   250 
Baptist Insurance Management (through IIF)   150 
Insurance Investment Fund  127
Arncliffe Fund   88 
Gen1K Fund    200 
Income excluding designated funds   2,670 

Operating deficit   – 635
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THE CONVERSATION SO FAR
Our discussion around what it means to belong together has been prompted by several 
factors. A growing momentum around our shared vision has led us to ask how we 
might enhance our common commitment to it. We recognise the need to better engage 
with one another. We also realise the world we live in continues to change and demand 
new responses from us. We reflect on this in the light of  our common biblical convictions 
around the freedom of  each local church to be led by the Spirit in its ministry priorities, 
the importance of  interdependence across the body of  Christ, and the responsibility 
we have to support one another (Acts 11:27-30). 

Beginning with the September 2017 Assembly and then through subsequent discussion 
forums and individual feedback, we have been asking both how we currently understand 
what it means to be affiliated, and how it could be made more meaningful. 

When it came to understanding what it meant to be affiliated, the strongest response 
received was that affiliating together enabled resourcing by our Association of  the 
local church for mission, ministry and general operations.1 Concerning how affiliation 
could be made more meaningful, there was strong encouragement to explore more 
concrete mechanisms for committing to and expressing our mutual interdependence. 
At our September 2018 Assembly this feedback was presented, and 2 initiatives 
workshopped in small group discussions. One of  these was what it might look like for 
us to more concretely express our affiliation through an Affiliation Fee.

Summary of  Feedback from  
2018 Assembly Workshop on Affiliation Fees
1.  The concept had very strong support, with all 26 small groups in favour of  

having one.
 • 3 groups noted someone in the group was not in favour.
2.  All 26 groups were in favour of  one method of  calculating it: a fee based 

on a flat percentage of  the church’s general income.
 •  Some groups (but never more than 45% of  the groups) were also happy 

with other methods of  calculating it.
3.  18 groups felt there should be consequences for non-contribution.
 •  A range of  responses were received, from non-contribution being resolved 

through relationship (14 groups), to having to pay for resources or losing 
access to insurance, to disaffiliation (5 groups).

AFFILIATING  
– WHAT IT MEANS TO BELONG TOGETHER
1.  DRAFT AFFILIATION FEE PROPOSAL FOR DISCUSSION  

AT MAY 2019 ASSEMBLY

1.  Other key areas of  response were the sense of  belonging to a tribe or family of  churches, a sense of  common 
beliefs, the capacity to partner in ministry doing together what we cannot do alone, being accountable to 
each other, and having a united voice and shared reputation in the wider community.
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In light of  the feedback received a new model for introducing an Affiliation Fee is being 
proposed for discussion at this Assembly that benchmarks appropriate contribution to 
the work of  the Association at 5% of General Income each year. Lack of  current statistical 
information from about 60% of our churches means a precise calculation of  the outcome 
of  this is not possible. However, were churches to contribute at this rate, it is estimated 
that income of  $2.3m may be made available each year rather than the current $1.5m. 
This would allow the Association to function with a balanced operational budget.

It is anticipated that, after further refinement in response to feedback at Assembly, a 
final proposal will be introduced for decision at the September 2019 Assembly, to 
take effect from 2020.

PUTTING IT IN PERSPECTIVE…
The goal of  churches contributing 5% of  General Income to our collective Association 
ministry was actually agreed by Assembly in 2010. Over the last 9 years this has been 
seen as an aspirational goal and while some churches contribute in this way, the 
majority do not. It is estimated that in 2018 around 1 in 5 churches did not financially 
contribute at all to the Association. Another 1 in 5 contributed less than $1,000. 

Giving to our collective ministry has been static at around $1.5m since at least the middle 
1990’s. If  that giving were simply to have kept pace with inflation over the last 25 years, 
it would now be about $2.5m per year. This means that compared to 25 years ago there 
has been a decrease in real terms of  about $1m each year to our collective ministry 
through the Association.

THE PROPOSED MODEL
The most significant aspect of  the proposed way forward is the desire for relationship. 
It is recognised that moving forward will engage conversation and dialogue and this is 
a good thing. 

It is proposed that from 2020, churches that are moving towards or are already 
contributing at 5% of  General Income will be denoted as “Contributing Member 
Churches”.

A Contributing Member Church is a church that:
1.  Is contributing to the Association at the rate of  5% of  its General income2, or
2.  Is experiencing temporary extraordinary external circumstances (as agreed 

by Assembly Council) which are significantly impacting its financial viability 
(eg. churches in communities experiencing drought, where this is impacting 
the income of  the church), or

2.  The principles by which General Income are defined would remain unchanged from what has been 
communicated since the 5% goal was agreed by Assembly in 2010. In broad terms, it would include all 
types of  income a church receives – offerings, rental or other income. Excluded from this would be offerings 
or donations given for special purposes (eg. mission offerings or one-off appeals for special projects). There 
would also be an adjustment for the provision of  housing to pastoral staff, so that churches who own manses 
and those which do not are treated equitably.

AFFILIATING – WHAT IT MEANS TO BELONG TOGETHER – DRAFT
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3.  Is experiencing temporary internal crisis circumstances (as agreed by 
Assembly Council) which are significantly impacting its financial viability 
(in which case it is expected that the church would contact the Church 
Health Team of the Association for assistance, or be otherwise accessing 
external consultancy support to assist them through the crisis as agreed 
by the Association), or

4.  Is following an Engagement Plan as agreed between the Church and the 
Association.

To remain a Contributing Member Church, the church would also complete a simple 
Annual Return, similar to that requested from churches in 2018. This would be due 
by 31 March each year, for the calendar year ending the previous December. The 
General Income figure reported on it would form the basis of  the church’s financial 
contribution for that calendar year.

WHAT IS AN ENGAGEMENT PLAN?
It is fully recognised that if  a church is not currently meeting the 5% benchmark, this 
may not be able to be rectified overnight. The Engagement Plan below is designed 
to help churches move towards meeting the 5% commitment over time, providing plenty 
of  space for ongoing communication. The Engagement Plan could look like this:
1.   The church evaluates the percentage of  general income that was contributed to 

the Association in the 2019 calendar year.
2.  The church commits to raising this by at least 0.5% per year from 2020 onwards, 

until it reaches the 5% benchmark.
3.   If  in the 2019 calendar year the church was contributing less than 2.5% of its general 

income, it commences the Engagement Plan with a commitment to a 2.5% contribution 
in the 2020 calendar year and increases this by at least 0.5% in subsequent years 
until it reaches the 5% benchmark.

FURTHER STEPS
If  a church:
1. Is not contributing at the agreed 5% of  General Income, and 
2. Does not have extenuating circumstances, and
3. Does not have an agreed Engagement Plan in place, 
then the church will not be a Contributing Member Church.
It is fully understood that there may be churches with extenuating circumstances. 
One example of  this in our current context could be a church in a region impacted by 
drought, where the drought has had a significant impact on the giving capacity of  
those in the church.

AFFILIATING – WHAT IT MEANS TO BELONG TOGETHER – DRAFT
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Where a church not contributing 5% decides against engaging with the process as 
outlined above, in effect it is saying it does not wish to be a Contributing Member. 
Here is one possible set of  responses on which feedback will be requested at our 
upcoming Assembly. 

STAGE 1
Relational engagement between the church and the Association to seek to assist 
the church to put the Engagement Plan in place. Relationship is the first and highest 
priority, consistent with our Association’s Values. If  after repeated attempts at relational 
engagement over a period of  up to 6-12 months a church does not have extenuating 
circumstances and is not willing to work with the wider Association to put in place an 
Engagement Plan, the process would move to Stage 2.

STAGE 2
This could include measures such as loss of  voting rights at Assembly meetings, 
withdrawal of  the services of  the Association or the imposition of  fee-for-service 
arrangements based on the time spent by Association staff, or loss of  access to 
Baptist Insurance cover. These would not all occur at once and further clarity about 
what this could look like will be sought at Assembly. The strong desire would still be 
for relational engagement to provide a way forward for both the church and the 
Association. 

NEXT STEPS
The intention at this Assembly is to provide opportunity for discussion and feedback 
about this draft proposal. This feedback will then be taken and the way forward 
refined, with the intention of  a proposal coming to our September 2019 Assembly for 
discussion and adoption. Implementation would then commence in 2020. The model 
be put in place for an initial 3 years and then reviewed, with feedback sought and a 
report brought to Assembly.
The Assembly Council commends this proposal to Assembly. It also recognises that 
this is by no means the whole of  the discussion about what it means to affiliate together. 
It is part of  the broader conversation as we seek to move forward together.

APRIL 2019

AFFILIATING – WHAT IT MEANS TO BELONG TOGETHER – DRAFT
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 2.  AN AFFILIATION AGREEMENT  
AND FREEDOM OF CONSCIENCE

Our discussion around what it means to belong together has been prompted by several 
factors. A growing momentum around our shared vision has led us to ask how we might 
enhance our common commitment to it. We recognise the need to better engage with 
one another. We also realise the world we live in continues to change and demand new 
responses from us. We reflect on this in the light of  our common biblical convictions 
around the freedom of  each local church to be led by the Spirit in its ministry priorities, 
the importance of  interdependence across the body of  Christ, and the responsibility 
we have to support one another (Acts 11:27-30). 

Beginning with the September 2017 Assembly and then through subsequent discussion 
forums and individual feedback, we have been asking both how we currently understand 
what it means to be affiliated, and how it could be made more meaningful. On the latter, 
there was strong encouragement in the feedback to explore more concrete mechanisms 
for committing to and expressing our mutual interdependence. 

At our September 2018 Assembly this feedback was presented, and 2 initiatives 
workshopped in small group discussions. One of  these was what it might look like for 
us to more concretely express our Affiliation through an Affiliation Agreement. An outline 
of  a possible framework for an agreement was made available (see Appendix to this 
document) and feedback was workshopped in the groups. 25 of  the 26 small groups 
responded that the sort of  areas reflected in the draft framework are those that people 
would like to see in an Affiliation Agreement. Based on this feedback further work will be 
done over 2019/2020 on what might be contained in an Affiliation Agreement, including 
opportunities for feedback from churches and individuals across the movement.

One of  the matters that was regularly commented on in the groups was the need for 
Affiliated churches to share commitment to the beliefs and values of  the Association. 
At the same time, there was also feedback around the Baptist tenet of  Freedom of  
Conscience. The question continues to be raised as to how these two strongly held 
convictions are to work together in the common life of  our movement. The Association 
of  Baptist Churches in NSW & ACT celebrates the autonomy of  each local church while 
affirming a set of shared beliefs and values. What should happen if  a local church comes 
to a position where they can no longer affirm aspects of  the agreed beliefs or values? 

We recognise too that new demands are placed on this conversation by the current 
issues of  our time. For example, our Values contain a clear statement about our position 
on marriage as between a man and a woman. They talk about a common commitment 
to mutual collaboration, transparency and accountability. They talk about biasing our 
resources towards mission, both locally and globally. 

Assembly Council believes the conversation around how our Freedom of  Conscience 
interacts with our mutual commitments as Affiliated churches needs to be explored 

AFFILIATING – WHAT IT MEANS TO BELONG TOGETHER – DRAFT
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in the light of  these demands. At our May Assembly a process to move forward this 
conversation will be presented. It is expected that this process will include, at least:
•   Production of  a resource for the conversation by a capable Taskforce appointed by 

Assembly Council, exploring the theological, historical and contemporary perspectives 
on the issue of  Freedom of  Conscience in Baptist life. To be released by the end of  
the year.

•   A variety of  opportunities for feedback and discussion across the movement.
•   Refining of  proposed ways forward leading to the emergence of  an assembly-

preferred way forward which is then discussed, refined and affirmed by Assembly.

It is anticipated that this process will take more than 12 months and should not be 
rushed, while at the same time should be progressed steadily, including discussion 
at both Assemblies in 2020.

AFFILIATING – WHAT IT MEANS TO BELONG TOGETHER – DRAFT
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 APPENDIX
POSSIBLE AFFILIATION AGREEMENT FRAMEWORK,  
AS DISCUSSED AT SEPTEMBER 2018 ASSEMBLY.

We agree to value the benefits  of being together in association:
A. IDENTITY
•  Shares values and foundational beliefs.
•  Shared reputation in the wider community - the name “Baptist”. A sense of 

collective identity.
• The sense of  collective voice.

B. PARTNERSHIP
•  Mutual support and accountability - being part of  the family. 
•  Shared partnership in mission  

- connected to a larger vision – Gen1K  
- healthy churches, church planting.

C. EMPOWERMENT
•  Ministry resourcing support for: 

- leadership 
- kids/families 
- youth/young adults 
- SRE 
- community mission

•  Ministerial resourcing  
-  affiliation, ongoing training, marriages licences, professional standards etc.

D. RESOURCING
•  Administrative resourcing provided by the Association.  

eg.  insurance, administrative support, Safe Church framework and resources.

We agree to accept the responsibilities of being together in association:
A. COMMITMENT 
•  Affirming our Foundational Beliefs & Core Values.
•  Valuing our interdependence alongside our local church autonomy.
•  Implementing Safe Church policies and other agreed processes that promote 

healthy community and mission, and help guard our shared reputation.

B. COLLABORATION
•  Contributing to the shared life and decision making of  the Association.
•  Protecting the unity of  our Association and actively promoting healthy relationships 

between affiliated churches and between those churches and the Association.

C. COMMUNICATION
•  Sharing supplied communication from the Association (with the corresponding 

responsibility for the Association to provide it appropriately).
•  Completing the annual statistics return to allow an overall picture of  the movement 

to be maintained.

D. CONTRIBUTION 
•  Contributing to the financial needs of  the Association so together we may fulfil our  

shared vision.

AFFILIATING – WHAT IT MEANS TO BELONG TOGETHER – DRAFT
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 REVIEW OF POLICY & PROCEDURE DOCUMENTS 
FOR “BAPTIST MINISTERS CODE OF ETHICS AND CONDUCT”  
AND “ACCREDITATION GUIDELINES”

INTRODUCTION
The Committee for the Ministry seeks to continually evaluate any need for modifications 
to the Accreditation Guidelines so that they remain pertinent to changing needs in the 
identification, support and ongoing development of  pastors. In consultation with the 
Ministry Standards Unit, the Committee has also addressed the need to update the 
Code of  Ethics and Conduct in a small number of  areas.  

PROCESS UNDERTAKEN

CODE OF ETHICS AND CONDUCT

The Code was altered substantially last year and these changes were approved at the 
Annual Assembly in May 2018. This version does not alter the wording in any way but 
instead adds the ‘mandatory’ label to certain portions of  the Code as outlined below.

ACCREDITATION GUIDELINES

The Accreditation Guidelines have been changed to reflect evolving policy, particularly 
around use of  the title ‘pastor’, supervision and the Confidential Questionnaire. 

With regard to both documents, the proposed changes were approved by the 
Committee for the Ministry, and then passed on to Assembly Council for consideration 
and feedback, before being approved for presentation to the Assembly.

SUMMARY OF CHANGES
Changes in the Code of  Ethics and Conduct document include:

• Some items have now been designated ‘mandatory’ when before they were not:

 °  6.3.1  Participation in Continuing Ministerial Development program (CMD).

 °  7.4.3  Ministers should not be involved in or condone domestic violence (including 
physical, emotional, psychological, sexual, financial or other types of abuse).

 °  7.4.10  In the event of  marriage separation pastors treat former spouse & children 
with dignity and respect and comply with court orders and agreements.

 °  9.2.1  Pastors using reimbursements for ministry related expenses and  ensuring 
documentation is presented. Ensuring that church funds and personal money 
are kept separate.

 °  9.2.2 All church property to be returned at conclusion of  ministry.

 °  9.2.3 Pastors & families treating church property with respect.  
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 Changes in the Accreditation Guidelines document include:

•  Table of  Contents: 7.11 Appendix 11 Code of  Ethics & Conduct to be removed as 
the Code is now a stand-alone document and no longer embedded within the 
Accreditation Guidelines.

•  2.2 Definitions: definition of  ‘pastor’ has been updated as per decision from the 
Assembly Council, communicated via email in 2018 to churches and pastors. The 
decision of  the Assembly Council was that the title ‘Pastor’ should only be applied 
to those who are accredited or recognised ministers or who have applied for 
accreditation or recognition.

•  3.5.3 Noting that anyone being accredited must have completed the Safe Spaces 
and advanced Safe Spaces training prior to their accreditation.

• 3.5.3 Some clarity of  when the title ‘Reverend’ may be used.

•  3.6 Stage 5: Post Accreditation: Noting the changes around supervision, including 
that those post-accreditation & recognition must have professional supervision for 
the first three years of  accreditation or recognition (from 2019 onwards).

•  3.8.1, 3.8.3 & 5  Recognised Ministers adds in the use of the Confidential Questionnaire 
as part of  the accreditation and recognition processes. The Guidelines have been 
updated to include the Questionnaire into the recognition process.

•  6.5 Removal from the Accredited list: a tightening up of  the reasons why someone 
can be taken off the accredited list 

 °  working in another denomination/being accredited in another denomination

 °  not having served in a Baptist church or approved ministry for more than two years

 °  membership in a NSW/ACT Baptist church not been maintained

 °  serious moral or ethical misconduct based on the findings of  the Standards Unit

 °   any circumstances that fall within the guidelines pertaining to Divorce & Remarriage, 
under the guidance of  the Divorce Sub-Committee

 °   failure to maintain Continuing Ministerial Development requirements
  °   at their own request. 

The updated Code of  Ethics & Conduct can be viewed at:  
www.bit.ly/BA-NSW-ACT-CodeOfEthics2019

and the updated Accreditation Guidelines 2019 can be viewed at:  
www.bit.ly/BA-NSW-ACT-AccredGuide2019

REVIEW OF THE POLICY AND PROCEDURE DOCUMENTS FOR  
“BAPTIST MINISTERS CODE OF ETHICS AND CONDUCT” AND “ACCREDITATION GUIDELINES”
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 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS – 2017/2018
for presentation to the 151st Annual Assembly (AGM) 1 May 2019

The following Financial Statements will be made available on-line prior to the Assembly 
at www.nswactbaptists.org.au/assemblies/

Limited hard copies will be available at the Assembly.

Baptist Union of  New South Wales  For year ended 31 Dec 2018

Morling College Limited For year ended 31 Dec 2018

Morling Foundation Limited  For year ended 31 Dec 2018

Baptist Business College Ltd (Bedford)  For year ended 31 Dec 2018

Baptist Foundation of  NSW Limited  For year ended 30 June 2018

Baptist Insurance Management Limited For year ended 31 Dec 2018

Baptist Financial Services Australia Ltd  For year ended 31 Dec 2018

Property Trust Accounts of Baptist Union of NSW  For year ended 30 April 2018
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BRINGING MATTERS BEFORE ASSEMBLY (AS CONTAINED IN SCHEDULE A)

B i  Subject to the next paragraph, any affiliated church, either council of  the 
Association, or any affiliated group may bring a matter before an Assembly. 

 ii  For a matter to be considered by an Assembly the affiliated church or the 
affiliated group shall give not less than 3 months’ notice in writing before the 
date of  the next Assembly of  the matter to be considered with the notice 
being forwarded to the Secretary of  Assembly Council.

 iii  Any motion arising from such notice may be moved at Assembly by a person 
nominated by the affiliated church, the council or the affiliated group (as the 
case may be) provided that person is a member of  Assembly and must be 
seconded by a person who is also a member of  Assembly. 

GUIDELINES FOR CONDUCT OF ASSEMBLY MEETINGS RELATING TO MOTIONS 
(AS CONTAINED IN SCHEDULE A) 

G. All proposed motions shall be reduced to writing. 

H. Only members of  Assembly may move a motion.

I. Speaking to a motion 

 Normally, 

 i. the mover of  a motion will not speak for more than 10 minutes 

 ii.  any speaker for or against the motion, including the original mover speaking 
in reply, will not speak for more than 5 minutes 

 iii.  apart from the original mover of  a motion speaking in reply, no person shall 
speak more than once including the mover of  an amendment, and 

 iv.  Assembly may grant an extension of  time to a speaker 

J.  The order in which members of  Assembly speak will be determined by the 
Chair. The Chair shall ensure, as far as possible, that a proportionate number 
of  speakers are heard for and against the motion being considered. The Chair 
will be mindful that the agenda of  Assembly should not be delayed unreasonably 

K.  The Chair may utilise a system of  sounding a warning for speakers prior to the 
expiration of  the time allotted under these guidelines. 

L.  The Chair shall be entitled to make the call as to when to when sufficient discussion 
has taken place and to put the motion.

EXTRACTS FROM CONSTITUTION OF  
BAPTIST CHURCHES OF NSW & ACT  
RELATING TO MOTIONS
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EXTRACTS FROM CONSTITUTION OF BAPTIST CHURCHES OF NSW & ACT RELATING TO MOTIONS

AMENDMENTS TO MOTIONS 

M i Proposed amendments to motions shall be reduced to writing. 

 ii  Proposed amendments will be dealt with one at a time. 

N.  Voting 
  Unless otherwise provided in the constitution or these guidelines, the method of  

voting will be either on the voices or by show of  hands as the Chair shall decide. 

O. Vote by Poll 

 i  A poll may be demanded by at least 10 members and when required the 
poll shall be conducted in the manner the Chair directs; the result of  the poll 
shall be deemed a resolution of  Assembly. 

 ii  Where no poll is demanded a declaration by the Chair that a resolution has 
been carried shall be sufficient evidence of the fact without proof of  the number 
or proportion of  votes recorded in favour or against the particular resolution.
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